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NOTES BY THE WAY.
‘Puzzled’ does the easiest thing in the world. He raises
difficulties about gigantic continents when as yet we have
not reached the shore.

But we are always glad to welcome

the great company of the puzzled.
They keep us humble;
they enlarge our view; they dig us out of ruts ; they will
not let us rest or take the path of least resistance: and that

is all good.

doth make manifest is light.”—

To one thing, however, we must object—the

assumption that it is a part of our business to get every
thing nicely and neatly adjusted. That is hopelessly mis
leading and wasteful:—misleading because it is the wrong
road, and wasteful because we lose time by trying to get
to the other side of the moon.

Another thing we might also object to;—exaggeration.
For instance : this earth is not a ‘ muddy cauldron,’ a ‘sink
of iniquity ’ in which we are ‘ doomed to a (comparatively)
hog’s life.’ What good can it do to anybody to talk like
that ?
It only confuses real issues.
We believe that
enormous advantages may be gained by passing once
through this world, and that probably it is an advantage to
everyone.
‘The Social Democrat’ has a fair notice of the late
Congress, and a shrewd word of warning concerning the
statements of mediums, or of the spirit-people through
them. This is a subject of great practical importance, and

we think the importance of it will increase as time goes on,
and as new classes of persons take up the subject, as they
are sure to do. The conclusion of the Article might suggest

many useful thoughts to beginners:—
I would urge that our enemies know very much more
about this matter than we do, and if we are not on our guard
may produce considerable mischief. For instance, some
Socialists hold a seance. They have a good sensitive, who
goes off into a condition of hypnosis, or trance. There is a
traitor in their midst, and by sheer force of thought
transference, without uttering a word aloud, the traitor
makes the sensitive declare that he is controlled by a spirit,
that this is the spirit of a good Socialist, who has come to
inform his friends that one of their best and most trusted
leaders is at heart only a self-seeker, ready to sell out at the
first profitable occasion. The Spiritists present are shocked,
but convinced, and act accordingly. Quarrels and troubles
ensue. But it is not even necessary that a traitor should be
present to produce this mischief. All who attend the seance
may be animated by the most honourable sentiments, and
still the denunciation is made. It suffices that one person
present should secretly, and from no dishonourable motive,
entertain doubts about the leader in question. The atmo
sphere of suspicion thus created, though quite imperceptible
to persons in their normal condition, is seen or felt by the
sensitive. The medium or sensitive, utterly irresponsible for
his actions because he is in a state of trance, expresses what
he lias seen or felt. The suspicious comrade is startled to
find his suspicions thus confirmed. What was a matter of
doubt to him now becomes a strong conviction, lie is
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throughout quite honest in the matter, and so also is the
medium. The trouble is that both have been playing with
fire without knowing that it is apt to burn. Thud totally
false impressions may be produced under the supposed high
sanction of spirits. Of course unlimited harm might result
from this sort of thing, and having myself witnessed pheno
mena of this description, my comrades may perhaps agree
that it is time I should speak out.
The dangers are exaggerated, we think; but they are
real, and it is well that they should be pointed out.
‘ .Suggestive Therapeutics,’

edited

by

Dr.

Sydney

Flower (Chicago: The Pyschic Publishing Company), is
distinctly valuable in the direction indicated by its name.
It is a monthly publication; price, 10 cents. The foliowin
titles of papers will give a fair idea of its field: ‘ Insomnia,
‘Education During Natural Sleep,’ ‘Silent Suggestion,’
‘ Hypnotism and its Regulation by Law,’ ‘ Suggestion and
-0Q

“Light

Morals,’ ‘ Suggestion in the Cure of Habits,’ ‘ Education in
Infantile Hysteria.’

That was a splendid summer psalm of Henry Ward
Beecher’s :—
The sun does not shine for the few trees and flowers, but
for the wide world’s joy. The lonely pine on the mountain
top waves its sombre boughs and cries, ‘Thou art my sun.’
And the little meadow violet lifts up its cup of blue and
whispers with its perfumed breath, ‘Thou art my sun. ’ And
the grain in a thousand fields rustles in the wind, and makes
answer, ‘ Thou art my sun. ’
So God sits effulgent in heaven, not for a favoured few,
but for the universe of life; and there is no creature so poor
or low that he may not look up with childish confidence and
say, ‘ My Father, Thou art mine ! ’
We find in ‘ Coming Events ’ a passage such as, before
evidence, we should have expected to find in ‘The

Humanitarian.’

It is as follows:—

Our Local Boards and Town Councils are doing more
towards the stamping out of small-pox and other contagious
and infectious diseases than all the medical faculty have ever
done by tbeir vaccination. Why 1 Because they are insist
ing on people living under cleanly, healthy conditions;
because they are sweeping the dirt and squalor out of our
towns and cities, and getting it more and more under their
sanitary control. Making every allowance for those prenatal
conditions of which many are the unfortunate victims, we
maintain that there is only one means by which disease can
be prevented, normal and healthy conditions established,
and physical, mental, and moral discomfort reduced to a
minimum. That one and only means is a clean life.
‘ The Daily Chronicle ’ prints the following pagan para
graph : ‘ Photographs of the “ dear departed ’’ on their
tombstones is the latest idea of the American who desires
to perpetuate the features as well as the virtues of the
individual who is sleeping the long sleep.’
In no souse is this reasonable or true. If the buried
one has come to an end, he is dead and only dead, and not

asleep. But if there is life beyond the grave, ho is not
sleeping in it. Of course, there is some reason in the state
ment if the old notion of the resurrection of the body is
true; but no one would accuse the ‘Chronicle’ of believing
in that. But, after all, wo rather feel for the ‘ Chronicle,’
We nood a now vocabulary concerning ‘ death,’

442
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A writer in the 1 Church Review ’ attacks us from a

somewhat unusual side.

His special point is that clergy

[September io,

but divine power.
Wo have long hold that this iH M
illuminating truth which is needed for the solution of nv 1,1

’.rheology and tho Church have much to ani*/

men run awful risks of ‘astral contamination from contact

problem,

with Spiritualism ': but he does not say ‘ clergymen,’ he

for in separating God from Man.

says, ‘priest?

Now the priest, he tells us, is the mediator

The following is at least true to tho central fact of

between the soul and * the Eucharist,’ of which, he says,

in Man.—tho real Incarnation :—

there ought to be ‘a frequent reception? because it ‘tills us
with the very substance and life of Christ’; and, therefore,

Spiritual healing overcomes tho false existence of oviltyu
disease by tho affirmations of eternal, omnipresent good u11(i
of eternal life and health, recognising but one will in a
universe the Will of God becoming manifest in the lifo Q.
man.
In God ‘ wo live, and move, and have our being.’ T'hoyft
is a spirit within man that when recognised by the mind
perceived to bo one with the universal Spirit. . ||c
one with (ho universal Soul of things.
This in w|lai
spiritual treatment seeks to bring about tho recognition Of
tno indwelling Spirit of God; tho becoming at one. with (uM|.
the human will disappearing before the Divine Will; tludigl^
shining in tho darkness becoming a living flame, so thatsoa|
and mind and body are enlightened thereby.
It is a knowledge of this truth that brings tho alwolu^
freedom of life, whereby a man becomes a law unto nimaelft
disclosing in his own life Gods perfect image and likeiin^
The health, strength and perfection of life can come only in
this way.

the priest will do special harm if he attracts evil intiuences
by venturing into the evil ‘astral plane’: and the word

‘ astral * occurs over and over again. But why ‘ astral ’ ? and
why ‘evil’ ?

of saints ’ !

Why say ‘Spiritualism ttrmthe communion
Why speak of a medium's life as ‘ a life that

breaks every Divine law of our being * 1

All this is entirely

arbitrary, and indicates the most palpable prejudice.

It seems inconsistent and illogical as well, in view of
the fact that the writer declares that, in the Unseen,
‘loving hearts are beating round us, loving hands
stretched out to help us? and that, ‘ between the Church
above and below, the veil is becoming thinner every day?

Are not these good people a little in danger of committing
the sin against the Holy Ghost ?

Our friends are sometimes a little restive if we occa

sionally have a throw with Theology : but it is part of the

mission of Spiritualism to destroy superstition, to promote
rationality, and banish fear. This, from ‘ The Banner of
Light,’ rather luridly indicates what we mean.

The writer

BRAZILIAN

SPIRITISM,

▲ND

BRAZILIAN EVIDENCE FOR PSYCHIC
PHENOMENA.
By Professor A. Alexander, Rio

de

Janeiro.

say8:—

There is one old doctrine that has been more widely
discarded than any other—the doctrine of endless punish
ment ; and yet we know personally great numbers who
adhere pertinaciously to even this.
I know a Spiritualist family of long standing, who are
intelligent and noble-hearted, and live and walk joyfully
under the light of the new dispensation. There was an
elderly lady of means who had been brought up, like myself,
as a Calvinistic Baptist. She was a great sufferer from a
complication of diseases, that gave her extreme torture, and
rendered her helpless. She was remarkably intelligent and
well-read, and in character she was conscientious and truth
ful. No one could point to any wrong that she had ever
done.
This invalid lady was taken into this spiritualistic family,
and was cared for by them faithfully ana lovingly for years
and years. But they were never able to dislodge from her
mind the notion that she was not saved, and was to burn
eternally in hell. She thought of God as an implacable
being who would punish her tor ever and ever with hell fire.
When her minister, a strict believer in endless punishment,
came to see her, her terrified inquiry was, ‘Will 1 bum?
Will I burn?’ Nothing brought her any relief, though her
kind friends said everything possible to enlighten and calm
her mind. During the last twenty-four hours that she con
tinued to breathe, her cries and screams were heard by the
neighbours without ceasing.
Poor, poor Frances! That was some three years ago.
We trust that her terrified but pure spirit has been con
sciously unfolded by loving angels who have won her to
realise the green pastures and the still waters of the exqui
site spirit-land.
This, of couree, is an extreme case, but it is only an
unusually large wave. The durk sea of superstition and

terror is always there.
‘The Johannesburg Star’ contains full and fair report*
of Spiritualist lectures and meetings in that town, but
introduces these with two columns of reporters’ nonsense
by a writer who calls himself ‘ The Vagrant? The nonsense
does not go for much : the reports may.
Anyhow', the
subject seems to be to the front in Johannesburg. If what

we hear is correct, it greatly needs something to elevate

and comfort it.
‘ Mind ’ continues to give us strong affirmations of the
curative power of inward conviction. But, in the number

for August, we find a very concise statement of the divine
law which underlies this power. It is not human, after all,

IKnVfr/i/or Mr International Congress held in London^ JwnP
IS th to 24th, ISOS.
(Concluded from page 433.)
Some of the testimony submitted relates to physical
phenomena.
The evidence for these has been accepted
because the allegations of the witnesses are those of sensible
and reliable people. Nevertheless, the writer is well aware
how hard it is to satisfy scientific inquirers that each par
ticular instance of telekinesis is not ascribable to natural
accident, hallucination, illusion, or trickery. But if cases of
the kind be considered collectively, their evidential weight
is much increased. Ono clock that stops at the moment of
its owner’s death proves nothing but a casual coincidence,
but if the stoppage of a hundred clocks coincides each time
with a death, there is some reason to suppose a relation of
cause and effect.* And it is a proof in favour of the reality
of telekinetic phenomena that they do apparently so often
come as death signals. As the vitality of the dying ebbs
away, physical accidents, inexplicable by ordinary causes,
may happen in their proximity, or such effects may become
nunciative or message-bearing and occur in the presence of
distant friends and relatives. In the belief of many
Brazilians, death-warnings are given, not only through
dreams and apparitions, but also by means of the movement
of inanimate objects without visible agency, breakages of
glass and crockery, bloodstains on articles of clothing, <tc.
It may be granted that those who affirm these things aro
of tan the victims of delusion, or sometimes mistake for a
physical occurrence what is merely hallucinatory. A decease,
may be announced by a loud detonation which is heard by
some and not by others ; a sudden crash, also coincidental
with a death, once persuaded the startled hearers that all
their plates and dishes had been broken ; yet on examina
tion everything was found to be intact. Real stones
certainly fall in closed rooms in a way that is not explainable
by trickery ; but besides this, hallucinatory noises are heard
as if stones were thrown.
An instructive instance of these
pseudo-physical
phenomena is furnished by a personal experience of Lieu
tenant Henrique Mendes d&,C’o8ta,of the Brazilian navy, hi

* In ‘Light’ of February 26th, 1898. a correspondent 'associate
with the funeral trade throughout England ’ touches on this very point
He says: ‘The stopping of all clocks, especially those of the grancusthtf
type, at the moment of death is a most frequent occurrence and it found
to be a topic of conversation and inquiry in many homes where death hs*
taken place,’

bin Iuhiho at Nwbboroy lie occupied a room commanding a
view of the eea. Clone to the window, on a email table, stood
ivgbwM and an earthen water vessel called a morvn^ti^ which
had boon brought from Bahia as a present to his wife. ()ne
lino moonlight night, between two and throe o’clock a.m., he
iohc at the request of tho latter to fetch a glass of water, and
then, having drunk himself, tried to put the mnrvnga back in
its place. Ah he did ho, it apparently slipped from the table
and broke into pieces on the floor, which, according to their
impression, was forthwith Hooded with water. Ilis wife
leant over him to seo with her own eyes what had taken
place, and lamented the loss of an article to which she
attached more than its intrinsic value. The next day, about
four o’clock, they were called by a lad who lived with them
to Como to their usual sea bath, and it was then verified that
lhemon’wf/rr stood on the table quite uninjured. Lieutenant
Costa at once concluded that an aunt of his, known to be ill,
had already expired. Acting on this conviction, he and his
wife took tho first ferry-boat to Bio, where they found that
the decease had taken place at three o’clock that very
morning.
It might be incidentally remarked that all such happen
ings tend to weaken the old dualistic conceptions of
Descartes and Cousin, and to favour the hypothesis of
spiritual monism. They point to the unity of the energy
that stands behind mental and physical series. Thus it is
not impossible that the telergy producing the impression
of the fall of the mori/iKjd might, under other conditions,
have become dynamic, in which case tho inoringn would
really have fallen. It would seem that without change of
tho agency, or of its mode of operation, subjective, pheno
mena may merge into those that appeal to us as objective in
such a way as to show that there is no impassable line of
demarcation between them.
Some cases will now be briefly related in which physical
phenomena will be seen to owe their importance to their
relevancy, and in general, to their coincidence with deaths.
Four of these refer to the fall of portraits, which, as a signi
ficant accident, is, in this country, more common than the
stopping of clocks.
In the house of a Sefior Carlos Jansen, a small oil painting
of his mother was thrown down on the very day that the
original died in Germany. While in Brazil, she had pro
mised to a favourite grandchild that she would thus give
notice of her own death. The portrait, however, was not
suspended, but was merely leaning against the, wall.
On May 9th, 1887, about midday, there died in San
Paulo a well-known Brazilian called Alberto Brandao.
His son-in-law, Sefior C’oetho Nctto, a popular novelist,
received the news of the death on the following day, but did
not tell his wife, who was lying ill in bed. She, however, had
already had some kind of warning, for at twelve o’clock on the
Oth she had heard a noise as if a handful of earth had been
thrown on the roof above her chamber. About half-past
nine on the evening of the loth, Sefior Nctto being upstairs,
in conversation with his wife and a visitor, a loud crash
was heard in one of tho front rooms on the. ground floor. Ih*.
ran to see what had happened, and found that a large and
heavy portrait of Dr. Brandao, which had be.en hanging on
an innet wall, had fallen from its place on to a wooden settee
below. More or less at eleven o’clock on t lx; ensuing evening
a second oil painting fell in the drawing room, bringing
down with it another picture which was hanging below it,
and breaking some knick-knacks that were, standing on an
6tag6re. The cord by which this oil painting had been
Suspended wus not snapped, and the hooks that upheld it
remained firmly fixed in the wall. Dr. Brandao, who died
In poor circumstances, had been anxious that his son-in-law
should take charge of his two unmarried daughters. With
Sefior Netto’s decision to receive them into his family,
coincided the cessation of those and other phenomena. The
news of her father’s death was communicated to the sick
lady only on the 14th of tho month.
Th© third instance of tho kind was witnessed by theLieutenant Costa above mentioned in reference to the.
wwringa incident. He hud a brother (-idled Ant onico, who
died in the Paraguayan war. One evening, before informs
tion of the death had reached It io, their mother was relating
some circumstance connected with tho latter's infancy. She.

wialiwl to litigin with tho woi-ila ‘ When Antonico woh born,
but. Haiti iilHloatl, ‘ When Antonico tliotl.’ Them wut poHHibly
HUbliininal awai'OnoHH of her low, for who took thin «li|> of tho
tongue. much to heart. Au tlm other* were endeavouring to
pereunde her that it was without Hignilicanco, tlm noiHO
of ii fulling body wiih hom'd in nn adjoining room. Two of
tho poi'Homi prramitwont in and discovered that Antonico’e
portrait had fallen from tlm wall. 11, had boon linnly renting
on two nnilu, and the not'd by which it wan Huxponded was
yet in n sound condition. Shortly afterwards arrived tlm
news of the death.
Before narrating the next, case, it must be explained that
towards the. end of I89G there was much political excitement
in Itio over claims for indemnification made, by Italy. The
Italian protocols, having be.en approved by the Brazilian
('humbers on a first and a second reading, had afterwards
been rejected under pressure brought to bear by the army.
Among the many who followed this question with interest
was Sefior X., a professor of the Polytechnic School. As a
good Republican,he was justly indignant at this interference
of tho army, the right of protest resting, in his opinion, with
the people and their representatives, ami not with the armed
classes. In discoursing on this subject oneday at the break
fast table, he. alluded to a previous period in Brazilian his
tory (1832) when the Regent, Father Feijo, had rolled up his
cassock, armed the. citizens, and crushed an insubordinate
soldiery. As he gave expression to the wish that the priest
were yet living to repress the more modern usurpers of public
powers, his attention was attracted by a noise that proceeded
from a study close by.
Bound the walls of this apartment
there hung sixty framed engravings representing Brazilian
notabilities and great men of science. One of these had
fallen from its place on to the upper shelf of a book-stand.

It was the portrait of Father 1* eijo '
Among the su[>ernornial experiences of Lieutenant
Mendes da Uosta is one of the announcement of a death
through a manifestation, which, although very different in
kind from those just described, was also Hecmingly phynicfil
The lieu tenant had a cousin, Sefior Marionno Dias, with
whom he had lived all Iris life on terms of the greatest
intimacy. Now, Sefior Dias was fond of teasing one of the
lieutenant’s children, a plump little fellow from two to three
years old, whom he would slap playfully whenever he. met
him. The child, who was called (laston, naturally objected
to this treatment, and had come to be afraid of him. Some
six years ago, Sefior Dias died suddenly of apoplexy, at a
time when Lieutenant Costa and his family were residing
at Para, in the north of Brazil. One night, before the news
of the decease had reached them, the lieutenant, who had
already retired to rest, wjih reading in bed, according to his
habit, while his wife* sat at the foot of the couch occupied
with her ‘ Horas Mariannas.’ The ohild was with them, and
lay asleep on the mattress with his face downwards. It was
then that they were both startled by the sound of a smart
slap, and (I as ton woke up in tears crying out, ‘The man-—
the man 1 ’ On examining the boy, they foun«l (hat his skin
bore the distinct marks of five fingers, and both parents
simultaneously drew the conclusion that it was an announce
ment of Sefior Dias’s death.
A servant who heard the
alarm came into (he room and also saw the*impression of the
hand on the child’s body.
'Pliere are probably many hundreds of occurrences
similar to the foregoing that never come to the know
ledge of the investigator. As complementary contributions
to psychical study, (heir importance cannot be denied. But
were the evidence for Spiritism confined to mere t(‘lekinetic
phenomena and messages MUpernormally conveyed from the
living and the dying, there would be little proof of any
permanent existence of discarnate intelligence.
Some
theory of dynamogeny and mental impacts would, with a
little stretching, cover all the cases.
Psychical science
would then form a chapter in transcendental physics, and
telepathic transmission would bo classed side by side with
the I lontgen lays, in the study of the. finer forces of Nature.
I t is when wo meet with phenomena (hub uro apparently
determined by some mysterious vix a J'ronte impressions
that reflect events still hidden in the future—t hat the action
of minds standing outside, mundane sequences, and having a
specious present wider than our own, attains bo a certain
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degree of plausibility. And if to the evidence for premoni
tions we add the numerous proofs in our possession that the
memory, the mannerism, and the emotional traits of the dead
survive the loss of the body, the belief in a future life
becomes at least as acceptable as many of the provisional

hypotheses of orthodox science.
Some Brazilian testimony to premonition was sent in
1893 to the Psychical Science Congress. Since then another
remarkable case of the kind has been noted down by the
writer. It contains the testimony of a Sefior Alves, whose
verbal deposition is here presented. His evidence is corro
borated by a friend of his, Sefior Alfredo Miranda, who was
also a witness of the facts narrated. It will be seen that
this premonition bears reference to political events in con
nection with the late Emperor.
In 1888 the latter was at Nice and was known to be very
ill, when a telegram arrived in Rio stating that he was dying
and had already received the last Sacraments. Sefior Alves
and his friend at once repaired to the house of Dona Anna
de Sa Barboza da Veiga, a somnambule of whose remarkable
powers two slight instances were given in the Chicago paper.
Questioned in her trance as to the state of the Imperial
patient, Dona Anna's somnambulic self declared that the
tmpcror was dead, but that the man was still living. He
would come back to Brazil and be received with flowers, but
shortly afterwards he would go away again, never more to
return. She predicted that there would be much bloodshed :
war would commence between brothers in the south : terror
would come from the sea ; we should see fat here against
sons and sons against fathers, and fear would be upon all.
Asked if Brazil would be dismembered and if these troubles
would have long duration, she replied in substance that she
did not think that dismemberment would take place, but
that, in any case, there would be great suffering. After a
period of twenty-five years, more or less, the country would
regain its strength and once more begin to prosper. The
somnambulic personage said in reference to Dona Anna’s
normal self, ‘ Do not tell the woman—she herself will not
live to see this—but she has children.’
Dona Anna Barboza da Veiga died in 1891, very soon
after the proclamation of the Republic. Those who have
followed events in Brazil will recognise that so far her pre
dictions have received as much fulfilment as their vagueness
admits. On his last return from Europe the Emperor was
enthusiastically welcomed back ; he was too ill, however, to
take any active part in public affairs, and shortly afterwards
he and his family were banished from the country. Civil
war broke out in 1892 in the southern State of Rio Grande,
and then came, in 1893, the revolt of the navy. During the
Empire, the Brazilians were supposed by those that knew
them best to be a mild and peaceable people. It was not
probable that even a radical change in the form of govern
ment would be followed by the bloodshed and suffering
which has since been experienced.
Senor Souza Lobo, already mentioned as the secretary of
the ‘ Associacao Charitas,’ recollects that the witnesses told
him of this prophecy soon after they had heard it, but he
has only a vague reminiscence of the general tenor of their
account. In another trance, Dona Anna marie some similar
prediction to him.
The evidence for the three cases of spirit identity which
are now to be narrated is in general of better quality than
the above, two of them having been verified in conformity
with the requirements of the Society for Psychical Research.
On March 21st, 1896, there appeared in ‘Light’ a rather
incorrect description of the remarkable results of a
hypnotic experiment made in the family of a medical man
of San Paulo. Since then careful inquiry has been made
into the alleged occurrence, and in consequence the more
interesting points of the published narrative have received
full confirmation.
On June 16th, 1893, died Dona Angelica, the mother of
Dr. Orencio Vidigal, of San Paulo. About this time, the
Vidigal family became acquainted with the Dr. Edward Silva
who has been referred to as a successful magnetic healer.
Dr. Silva, however, had certainly never met with the
deceased lady ; it may be supposed, therefore, that he had
no idea of her personal apfjearance. Some three months
after the death, he and his daughter, Dona Amalia, called
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at the house of Dr. Vidigal, where the doctor’s wif^K
Julia, and his mother-in-law, Dona Maria Freitas,
n
home to receive them. Now, shortly before this visit, n „•
of ten or twelve years of age had been hired by Dr. VidSJ
to help in the domestic service. She had not been long j
Brazil; she spoke only her native Spanish, and in |1(1
waking state she was, according to the witnesses, of a^u
and childish disposition. Dona Maria Freitas had ani<k
that a somnambule might give her information respecting
some men employed on a plantation belonging to her, illU|
she therefore requested Sefior Silva to mesmerise the little
servant. He did so, and Francisca readily yielded to hypnotic
influence. She seems to have passed at once into spontaneous
somnambulism, for instead of replying to the questions of
her hypnotiser, she began to describe her visions : a beautiful gate opened before her ; there were many bright faces in
a bright place, and many dark faces in a dark place. Then
it was her father, a blind man, who had died in Spain, who
appeared to her. He was glad to be in communication with
his daughter, and he was grateful to Senor Silva for having
afforded him the means of intercourse. The girl afterwards
declared that a lady was present who was tall and fullbodied : she had dark hair, and wore a black dress and veil.
This was a sufficiently exact description of the personal
appearance of Dona Angelica, who was said by 1’ rancisca to
be 1 in glory.’ Dr. Vidigal, who in the interim had arrived
with friends, and who had been put en rapport with the
somnambule, entered into conversation with the supposed
communicator. Dona Angelica seems to have manifested
herself in a characteristic manner ; she was contented with
her daughter-in-law, Dona Julia ; the baby was not to be
christened Diaulas, or it would die; her son, who had
expressed a desire to be with his mother, was to recollect
that- he had duties to fulfil towards his family—he was to be
patient and bide his time. She herself was happy, and
needed no Masses ; but she wished her son to give a certain
sum of seventy-five milreis to his father, who was in want
of the money. This amount would be found sewn up in the
pocket of one of her dresses which was hanging behind the
door in a bedroom. Some of the witnesses assert that the little
somnambule rightly described the dress that contained the
money as being made of light-coloured cotton.
After hearing this, Dona Julia and Dona Amalia pro
ceeded to the room, and, unlocking the door, which had
been kept closed since the death, they found hanging up
in the place indicated, a dress corresponding to the descrip
tion given,* and inside the stitched pocket was the exact sum
mentioned, seventy-five milreis 1 Dr. Vidigal’s mother was
much afraid of thieves, and was accustomed to keep money in
this way; but it is not likely that the simple servant girl, who
would amuse herself by drawing her fingers over the patterns
on the wall-paper, or by talking nonsense to children, had
been vouchsafed any information respecting the habits and
personal appearance of the deceased lady. Nor could she
have been aware that Dona Angelica had been buried in a
black dress and veil, and that at the moment of her death
she had not a single grey hair. All the deponents agree in
saying that the existence of the money in the pocket was
not known to any living person. It may be added that the
baby alluded to in the communication died shortly after
wards. In spite of the warning given, it had been christened
Diaulas.
Brazilian cases tend to show how very near Heaven (or
Hades) lies to infancy. On the occasion of the Dona Angelica
manifestation, Francisca was very young ; Gaston was two
or three years old when he served as a suffering intermediary
for the announcement of Sefior Marianne’s death ; Zelia is
still in her childhood j Jovino Dias was eight years of age at
the time of the spiritistic phenomena in his father's house.
So also the mediums for the rappings and direct writing
of the Copacabana sittings were mere children. This sus
ceptibility to spiritual influence shown by the young is
incidentally exemplified in another case of spirit identity.
Dona Maria Sodr^., the informant, had a boy called Oscar,
who died before he had reached his second year. Ethelvina,
another of her children, was boro after this death had taken

♦According to Dona Maria Freitau, Dona Angelica’s clothes
already been given away with the exception of two cotton dreasefl. I1
was in one of these that the money was found.
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place. One evening, about seven o’clock, when the latter
was already two years old, she happened to be seated on the
side of a bed on which her mother was resting with a baby.
While there, she suddenly exclaimed that a boy was present
who declared that he was her brother. On hearing this,
Dona Maria became alarmed and told her little daughter to
lie down ; but Ethel vina continued; saying that the boy was
speaking of the coloured ball of which his mother cut the
string.
The mother was now thoroughly frightened and
insisted that the child should lie on the bed and hide her
eyes from the vision, for reference had been made to an
incident that had really occurred in Oscar’s lifetime. One
day she had found him leaning too far out of the window,
his attention absorbed by a toy balloon of which he held the
thread. Afraid that he would fall out into the street she
had cut the thread and allowed the balloon to escape.
Some will see in the narrative here given an instance of
mind-reading or thought-transference. The explanation by
mental impacts from the living may be found to be adequate
when like occurrences are considered singly ; but in a com
parative study such cases cer tainly become more intelligible
in the light of the spirit hypothesis. Isolated instances of
communication in which the individuality of the supposed
communicator cannot be explained away by ingenious earthto-earth theories, are very rare indeed. One such was pub
lished in Part XXVI. of the ‘ Proceedings of the Society for
Psychical Research ’ (p. 383); and whereas the story rests on
good evidence and is invested with more romantic interest
than usual, it may here be repeated in fuller detail for the
benefit of those who have no access to the Society’s publica
tions.
The deponent, Sefior Ulysses Cabral, began his career as
a military man, but now follows the more congenial occupa
tion of teaching. He has a very fatherly way of dealing
with children and is eminently successful in gaining their
confidence and affection.
One day in .June, 1886, he
happened to be making some purchases at a store in the
Rua de Uruguayana (Rio). As he was there, a little girl
came in to beg. She was poorly clad and looked very ill,
hut had a prepossessing and intelligent face. Sefior Cabral
.questioned the child in his kindly manner, and went with
her to her dwelling, where he found that she and her mother
were living in wretched circumstances. The girl, who was
called Deolinda, was already in an advanced stage of con
sumption. With the consent of the mother, he and his wife
received the little sufferer into their own house, where for
the few days that preceded her death she received such care
and attention as these charitable souls were able to afford
her. Nor was the child slow in acknowledging their kind
ness. About ten o’clock one night, just before passing away,
she took separate leave of all the persons who surrounded
her, and the last act of her life was to press Sefior Cabral’s
hand to her lips in a passionate burst, of gratitude.
Some months passed after this decease, and Sefior
Cabral’s family went to stay at a plantation belonging to
friends.
Having escorted them thither, the deponent
returned to his obligations in the city. As his life was
now a lonely one, he accepted later on the invitation of a
friend, Sefior Barboza de Andrade, and went to live with
him in that part of Rio called San Christovam.
One month afterwards, according to the account pub
lished in the ■ Proceedings,’ a sister of Sefior Barboza, who
was ill, came into the house. She grew daily worse and
finally sank so low that she needed attendance during the

night-time.
One night, when Sefior Cabral had taken his turn at
nursing, two sisters, Donas Anna Ignez Dias Fortis and
Feliciana Dias, came to relieve him. They were introduced
by Sefior Barboza as Spiritists, and really became personally
acquainted with Sefior Cabral for the first time on that
occasion ; but it seems that they had seen him before at
Spiritist meetings. After some conversation, the deponent,
who was already feeling sleepy, went to lie down in an
adjoining room. Having stretched himself on a bed, his
drowsiness gave way to a feeling of unbounded joy- At the
same time he had a sensation as if someone were holding his
head and placing something round it.
Astonished at this apparently causeless state of ecstasy,
he spoke to the ladies, whom he had left in charge of tho
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sick person. At the time he was of course hidden from
normal view by the partition wall; nevertheless, Dona
Feliciana, who saw with other eyes than those of the body,
answered him saying, ‘ I see at your bedside a spirit-child
clothed in white. She places on your head a crown of roses.
SI ie says her name is Deolinda, and she comes to thank you
for the kindness and charity with which you behaved to
her.’ Sefior Cabral’s amazement may be conceived, for only
after this declaration did he recollect that that very day, or
rather night, was the anniversary of the child’s death.
All the witnesses are agreed in saying that they had
heard nothing of Sefior Cabral’s deed of charity before this
manifestation took place. He himself declares that he had
never told Deolinda’s story to his new friends and that he
made Sefior Barboza’s acquaintance at a period subsequent
to the girl’s decease.
This case calls for no comment. It is almost a conclusive
proof of discarnate agency. The veracity of the witnesses,
who have been known to the writer for many years, is
absolutely above suspicion.
Enough has now been said to show that careful sifting
of Brazilian testimony—and it must be repeated, all these
cases
been carefully inquired into—leaves a positive
amount of valuable material for reflection and study. It is
of secondary importance that the experiences narrated
should be characteristic of the country in which they occur.
To a certain extent they are so. They have been chosen,
however, in preference to other matter, partly because they
are instructive instances of certain phases of psychic
phenomena, and partly for the reason that they tend
directly to strengthen the belief in immortality. In the
evidence presented by Sefior Ballard and his sons there is
some proof of the identity of the agent in very low-class
phenomena. In the narrative of the Vianna family—for it
is virtually theirs—the continued guidance and protection
of some intelligent being distinct from themselves seem to
be sufficiently manifest. The evocations of the old boatman
were followed by effects not very dissimilar from the
materialisations alleged to take place in other countries.
Accounts have been given showing that, as in the case of
falling portraits, telekinetic phenomena may be nunciative
and that visions may shape themselves into a presentment
of future events, and thus testify to a fore-knowledge that is
not of earth. So also we have examples of intelligence that
survives death ; the memory and emotions of the departed
may, and do, impress sensitives in such a- manner as to
indicate that there is still some directing consciousness
behind them.
All reflecting persons will agree that the question of man’s
immortality is not one of mere abstract philosophical
interest. As evidence similar to the above accumulates, its
vast practical bearings will be appreciated in its influence
on the conduct of the masses. The effect of Spiritism on
individuals in Brazil has already been referred to. What
has been so noticeable here has doubtless been observed in
other parts of the world. Through individuals the new
hope begins to react on society at large. There are pioneers
of social reform who draw their breath in the atmosphere of
a broad-minded Spiritualism. Intuitions of the Divine take
root in awakened spiritual faculties, and in the hands of
earnest and thinking men the movement spreads with its
practical consequences, and gains in a rationality that makes
it more and more acceptable.
It may be expected that, as
men of culture take the lead, the aberrations, the wildness,
and the unreasoning credulity which have too often called
down scorn upon Spiritism will become things of the past.
Once freed from these hindrances, there is no reason why
the phenomena to which we testify should not be generally
recognised as legitimate objects of scientific study, or why
the conclusions to be drawn from them should not be eagerly
welcomed as subsidiaries to religious teaching.

Miss C. Western.—A letter addressed to Miss C. Western,
care, of ‘ Licht,’ is lying at our office. If Miss Western will
let us know her address it shall be forwarded.
A isitors to Algiers.—The lady of le General Noel wishes
us to say that if any mediums or sincere Spiritualists should
be visiting Algiers, the General and herself would be most
happy to welcome them. The address is Ville Carmen, 26,
Rue Darwin, Mustapha, Algiers.
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as 1 bolieve it to be, that thoughts and imag?1"1
transferred from one mind to another without°th
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of the recognised organs of sense ’: and ho holds n "°C|kj.
ouc missing link is wanting, in order to bring th;
1 within the range of one of the sections of th$
Association.’ This missing link he proceeds 1° •
indicate.

As our readers will expect, this is foim?^ lf>

wo have long indicated it, with the help, as illustr t?6’’
the Rontgen rays, which have 1 familiarised
.Io"’ "1
Y
.
•
1,-5 With
order of vibrations of extreme minuteness compared 1111
tho smallest waves with which we have hitherto i'"'1
acquainted, and of dimensions comparable with the di
between the centres of the atoms of which the m "?cs
universe is built up.’ Such vibrations as thought-• 31

It is the barest matter of fact that the British Association

started and transmitted in the all-pervading ether
we have long held, account for thought-transferenc’
much more.
C| ailt’

has formed the habit of taking with supreme seriousness
the inaugural Address of its President. That Address, by

Following this, we have a valuable summary of ,
done by men as wide apart as Mr. F. IV. FI. Myers \ ’ i

common consent, has become a sort of official summary of
the winnings and hopes of Science, and a record of high-water
mark in the tide of research: and we may safely say that
this year’s Address by Sir William Crookes is anything
but an exception to the rule.
We are more inclined
to say that, in all important respects, it is in the very first
rank amongst the most memorable of these remarkable
documents.
II e are, of course, limited, and must not be tempted
aside by the many attractive and erc-n fascinating subjects
that came up for consideration, and upon which this singu
larly keen and subtile thinker brought to bear the wealth

his 1 pertinacious genius,’ Liebeault, Bernheim, the la

' I ELECT TO SPEAK.’

of knowledge and the patient industry we always associate
with his experiments and speculations. But if any excuse

were wanted for turning at once to the topic which
specially interests us, we find it in the speaker’s own very
striking declaration, that, of all the subjects to which he
refers, this is, for him, ‘ the weightiest and the farthestreaching of all ’—a declaration of very deep interest
indeed.
Il ith almost buoyant audacity, on opening this subject
he referred to the part he has taken for thirty years in
psychical research, and to his published account of experi
ments ’tending to show that outside our scientific
knowledge there exists a force exercised by intelligence
differing from the ordinary- intelligence common to mortals ’

" e invite the reader to note well the thorough:
mess of this
statement Upon this subject, he said, s-----some may wonder
whether I shall speak out or be silent
‘
‘ I elect to speak.’
‘To ignore the subject would be an act of cowardic
ce—an
act of cowardice I feel no temptation to commit.’
We do not praise this honest man for not being a
coward: that would be half an insult: but we may Ln
gratulate him upon his infinite good sense, and espLiallv

Auguste Voisin, Berillon, Richet, Pierre Janet, and Bi
(in France), Schrenck-Notzing (in Germany), Forel fiB
Switzerland), Breuer and Freud (in Austria), William .Jam
(in America), van Eeden (in Holland), IVetterstrand (in
Sweden), and Milne-Bramwell and Lloyd Tuckey (in
land). It is something to have these names mentioned and
the nature of their work recorded before such an audience
in such a manner, and with such respect and praise. It y
to be hoped that this notable clearing of the air will be of
the greatest possible use in opening up the view, and in
making it manifestly desirable and pleasant to open our
scientific windows and doors.
The closing sentences of this splendid and most refresh
ing Address are all aglow with animated encouragement
and hopefulness. From a very high peak, indeed, this
adventurous spirit preaches his sermon on the mount, full
of inducements to his brethren to climb. ‘ The science of

our century,’ he said, ‘ has forged weapons of observation
and analysis by which the veriest tyro may profit.
Science has trained and fashioned the average mind
into habits of exactitude and disciplined perception, and,
in so doing, has fortified itself for tasks higher, wider,
and incomparably more wonderful than even the wisest

among our ancestors imagined. Like the souls, in Plato’s
myth, that follow the chariot of Zeus, it has ascended to a
point of vision far above the earth. It is henceforth open
to science to transcend all wc now think we know of

matter, and to gain new glimpses of a profounder scheme
of Cosmic Law.’
Then came a challenge of the highest possible signilie-

ance, in a reference to Tyndall’s famous declaration (also as
President of the British Association) that ‘by an intel

lectual necessity he crossed the boundary of experimental
evidence, and discerned in that matter, which we in »lir
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farther now. I have glimpses of something like coherence
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ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.
aDHRESS BY SIR WILLIAM CROOKES, F.R.S., V.P.C.8.,
PRESIDENT.

Sir William Crookes delivered his presidential Address
io the British Association, at Bristol, on Wednesday last,
before a large and distinguished assembly.
We give at
length such of his remarks as will be of special interest
to the readers of ‘ LIGHT ’:—
These, then, are some of the subjects, weighty and farrtuiehing, on which my own attention has been chiefly
concentrated. Upon one other interest I have not yet touched
me the weightiest and the farthest-reaching of all.
No incident in my scientific career is more widely known
limn the part I took many years ago in certain psychic
iBsearches. Thirty years have passed since I published an
account- of experiments tending to show that outside our
scientific knowledge there exists a Force exercised by intelli
gence differing from the ordinary intelligence common to
mortals. This fact in my life is, of course, well understood by
those who honoured me with the invitation to become your
President. Perhaps among my audience some may feel
curious as to whether I shall speak out or be silent. I elect to
speak, although briefly. To enter at length on a still debat
able subject would be unduly to insist on a topic which—
as Wallace, Lodge, and Barrett have already shown—
though not unfitted for discussion at these meetings, does
not yet enlist the interest of the majority of my scientific
brethren. To ignore the subject would be an act of cowardice
—an act of cowardice I feel no temptation to commit.
To stop short in any research that bids fair to widen the
gates of knowledge, to recoil from fear of difficulty or
adverse criticism, is to bring reproach on science. There is
nothing for the investigator to do but to go straight on, ‘to
explore up and down, inch by inch, with the taper his
reason'; to follow the light wherever it may lead, even
should it at times resemble a will-o’-the-wisp.
I have
nothing to retract. I adhere to my already published state
ments. Indeed, I might add much thereto. I regret only a
certain crudity in those early expositions which, no doubt
justly, militated against their acceptance by the scientific
world. My own knowledge at that time scarcely extended
beyond the fact that certain phenomena new to science had
assuredly occurred, and were attested by my own sober
senses, and, better still, by automatic record. I was like
some two-dimensional being who might stand at the singular
point of a Riemann’s surface, and thus find himself in
infinitesimal and inexplicable contact with a plane of
existence not his own.
I think I see a little farther now. I have glimpses of
something like coherence among the strange elusive pheno
mena ; of something like continuity between those unex
plained forces and laws already known. This advance is
largely due to the labours of another Association of which 1
have also this year the honour to be President—the Society
for Psychical Research. And were 1 now introducing for
the first time these inquiries to the world of science 1 should
choose a starting-point different from that of old. .It would
be well to begin with telepathy; with the fundamental law,
us I believe it to be, that thoughts and images may be trans
ferred from one mind to another without the agency of the
recognised organs of sense—that knowledge may enter the
human mind without being communicated in any hitherto
known or recognised ways.
Although the inquiry has elicited important facts with
reference to the Mind, it has not yet reached the scientific
stage of certainty which would entitle it to lie usefully
brought before one of our Sections. 1 will therefore coniine
myself to pointing out the direction in which scientific
investigation can legitimately advance. If telepathy take
place we have two physical facts- the physical change m
the brain of A, the suggesLor, and the analogous physical
change in the brain of B, the recipient of the suggestion.
Between theso two physical events there must exist a train
of physical causes. Whenever the connecting sequence of
intermediate causes begins to be revealed the inquiry will
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then come within the range of one of the Sections of the
British Association. Such a sequence can only occur
through an intervening medium. All the phenomena of the
universe are presumably in some way continuous, and it is
unscientific to call in the aid of mysterious agencies when
with every fresh advance in knowledge it is shown that
ether vibrations have powers and attributes abundantly
equal to any demand—even to the transmission of thought.
I t is supposed by some physiologists that the essential cells
of nerves do not actually touch, but are separated by a
narrow gap which widens in sleep while it narrows almost
to extinction during mental activity. This condition is so
singularly like that of a Branly or Lodge coherer as to sug
gest a further analogy. The structure of brain and nerve
being similar, it is conceivable there may be present masses
of such nerve coherers in the brain whose special function it
may be to receive impulses brought from without through
the connecting sequence of ether waves of appropriate
order of magnitude. Rontgen has familiarised us with an
order of vibrations of extreme minuteness compared with
the smallest waves with which we have hitherto been
acquainted, and of dimensions comparable with the
distances between the centres of the atoms of which the
material universe is built up; and there is no reason to suppose
that we have here reached the limit of frequency.
It is
known that the action of thought is accompanied by certain
molecular movements in the brain, and here we have
physical vibrations capable from their extreme minuteness
of acting direct on individual molecules, while their rapidity
approaches that of the internal and external movements of
the atoms themselves.
Confirmation of telepathic phenomena is afforded by
many converging experiments, and by many spontaneous
occurrences only thus intelligible. The most varied proof,
perhaps, is drawn from analysis of the sub-conscious
workings of the mind, when these, whether by accident or
design, are brought into conscious survey. Evidence of a
region, below the threshold of consciousness, has been
presented, since its first inception, in the ‘ Proceedings of the
Society for Psychical Research ’ ; anti its various aspects are
being interpreted and welded into a comprehensive whole by
the pertinacious genius of F. W. 11. Myers. Concurrently,
our knowledge of the facts in this obscure region has
received valuable additions at the hands of labourers in
other countries. To mention a few names out of many, the
observations of Richet, Pierre Janet, and Binet (in France),
of Breuer and Freud (in Austria), of William James (in
America) have strikingly illustrated the extent to which
patient experimentation can probe subliminal processes, and
can thus learn the lessons of alternating personalities, and
abnormal states. Whilst- it is clear that our knowledge of
sub-conscious mentation is still to be developed, we mustbeware of rashly assuming that all variations from thenormal waking condition are necessarily morbid. The
human race has reached no fixed or changeless ideal : in
every direction there is evolution as well as disintegration.
It would be hard to find instances of more rapid progress,
moral and physical, than in certain important cases of cure
by suggestion- again to cite a few names out of many—by
Licbeault, Bernheim, the late Auguste Voisin, Bcrillon (in
France), Sohrenok-NOtzing (in Germany), Forel (in Switzer
land), van Eedcn (in Holland), Wetterstrand (in Sweden),
Milne-Bramwell and Lloyd Tuckey (in England). This is
not the place for details, but the n'f nudicatrie thus evoked,
as it were, from the depths of the organism, is of good omen
for the upward evolution of mankind.
A formidable range of phenomena must be scientifically
sifted before we effectually grasp a faculty so strange,
so bewildering, and for ages so inscrutable, as the
direct action of mind on mind. This delicate task needs a
rigorous employment of the method of exclusion—a constant
setting aside of irrelevant phenomena that could bo
explained by known causes, including those far too familiar
causes, conscious and unconscious fraud. The inquiry
unites the difficulties inherent in all experimentation con
nected with timid, with tangled human temperaments and
with observations dependent less on automatic record than
on personal testimony. But difficulties are things to be
overcome even in the elusory brunch of research known as
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Experimental Psychology. It has been characterwtio of the
leaders among the group of inquirers constituting the
Society for Psychical Research to combine critical and
negative work with work leading to positive discovery. To
the penetration and scrupulous fair-mindedness of Professor
Henry Sidgwick and of the late Edmund Gurney is largely
due the establishment of canons of evidence in psychical
research, which strengthen while they narrow the path of
subsequent explorers.
To the detective genius of Dr.
Richard Hodgson we owe a convincing demonstration of the
narrow limits of human continuous observation.
It has been said that ‘Nothing worth the proving can be
proved, nor yet disproved.’ True though this may have been
in the past, it is true no longer. The science of our century
has forged weapons of observation and analysis by which
the veriest tyro may profit. Science has trained and
fashioned the average mind into habits of exactitude and
disciplined perception, and in so doing has fortified itself for
tasks higher, wider, and incomparably more wonderful than
even the wisest among our ancestors imagined.
Like
the souls in Plato's myth that follow the chariot of
Zeus, it has ascended to a point of vision far above the
earth. It is henceforth open to science to transcend all we
now think we know of matter, and to gain new glimpses of
a profounder scheme of Cosmic Law.
An eminent predecessor in this chair declared that ‘ by
an intellectual necessity he crossed the boundary of experi
mental evidence, and discerned in that matter, which we in
our ignorance of its latent powers, and notwithstanding our
professed reverence for its Creator, have hitherto covered
with opprobrium, the potency and promise of all terrestrial
life.’ I should prefer to reverse the apophthegm, and to
say that in life I see the promise and potency of all forms of
matter.
In old Egyptian days a well-known inscription was
carved over the portal of the temple of Isis : * I am what
ever hath been, is, or ever will be ; and my veil no man hath
yet lifted.’ Not thus do modern seekers after truth confront
Nature—the word that stands for the baffling mysteries of
the universe. Steadily, unflinchingly, we strive to pierce
the inmost heart of Nature, from what she is to re-construct
what she has been, and to prophesy what she yet shall be.
Veil after veil we have lifted, and her face grows more
beautiful, august, and wonderful, with every barrier that
is withdrawn.

A GUARDIAN ANGEL.
The second volume of the biography, or autobiography,
of Spurgeon, which is being published by his widow, gives
an interesting account of Mr. Ruskin's friendship in his
evangelical days for the famous preacher, whose Surrey
Music Hall services he seems to have attended. There is a
story given by Mrs. Spurgeon on Mr. Ruskin’s authority,
which, if it were not too late to verify it, might deserve the
attention of the Society for Psychical Research. A widower
was in treaty for the occupancy of an old farmhouse in the
country for the sake of his children’s health. One day he
took them to see it, and the young people set off on a tour
of inspection. After scampering through the grounds and
examining the house, one of them suggested that the under
ground premises had not been explored. So the merry band
went helter-skelter in search of a way below, found a door
at the head of some dark stairs, and were rushing down at
great speed, when midway they stopped in startled amaze
ment, for standing at the bottom of the steps they saw their
mother with outstretched arms and loving gesture waving
them back, and silently forbidding their further passage.
With a cry of mingled fear and joy they turned and fled in
haste to their father, telling him that they had seen
* mother.’ The astonished father perceived that something
unusual had happened. Search was made, and close at the
foot of those narrow, gloomy stairs they found a deep and
open well entirely unguarded. Mrs. Spurgeon says Mr.
Ruskin related the tale with an impassioned tenderness and
power, which her pen cannot imitate, as an instance of
direct and divine preservation from a dreadful death.—‘ St.
James's Gazette.’
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ACTIVE

AND

PASSIVE

STATES.

By Dr. LiiSbeault, of Nancy.
Fi'tnn the ‘ Revue de VHypnotisms?

II7/A Notes by *Q,

Man’s psychic life includes two alternating modes, s;iys
Dr. Livbeault: active and passive. The first occurs during
the waking state, and is accompanied by the power to
direct and control our thinking
*
It is characterised, by a
radiation from the brain of nervous energy carrying the
power of attention throughout the whole of the organism.
In its centrifugal movement it presides over the formation of
sense impressions ; over the transformation of these impres
sions into sensations ; then into ideas, and again into
actions ; and this whether the ideas are visualised or not.
The second mode of psychic life, the passive state, is
characterised by the diminishing of this nervous radiation,
entailing inertia. The subject loses his power of initiative,
and becomes isolated (insulated) from his surroundings.
Sleep ensues as the natural expression of this involuntary,
passive state.
The difference between normal and artificially induced
sleep is that the former is a spontaneous passive state, and
the latter an experimental passive state. There are, how
ever, a variety of other passive states, some of which are
accompanied by activity, such as somnambulism ; and a
variety of neuropathic states, which really are morbid
sleeps. Among the partially passive states must be included
those accompanying emotional sentiments such as joy,
anger, sadness, fear, love, <fcc. : the tendency to imitate,
meditation, abstraction.
All these different states of passivity have a common
characteristic, t.e., that they are accompanied by concentra
tion on one or on several ideas. And this diversity of
phenomena occurring under the influence of a common
cause can only satisfactorily be explained by the theory of
Dr. Durand de Gros, that the nervous centres concerned, in
addition to having each their special properties, yet also
share in properties which are common to all. And if passive
states occur during waking life, while activity (mental and
physical) occurs during passive states, this is evidently
because these nervous centres often act independently of
each other. This property which is common to all the
centres concerned is, as was pointed out above, the power of
attention (awareness) carried in the nervous energy.
Two simultaneous but converse processes or currents
occur : the diminution of the waking state on the one hand
and, on the other, increasing signs of sleep. In proportion
as the latter augment, do the phenomena of fixed ideas
(entailing obsession), hallucination, insensibility, isolation,
catalepsy, &c., occur, and this in direct relation to the depth
to which the mind concentrates itself on one or on several
ideas.!
During passive states, attention is retarded, and, by that
fact, intensified. Intensity replaces extensity or extension.
The psychic energy being less diffused, concentrates and
focusses on a restricted centre. The point of attention is
* This control appears to consist mainly in the faculty of expelling
obnoxious ideas from the focus of consciousness, and thereby preventing
their transformation into action, t.e., their realisation. The 1 direction1
of the thinking process is necessaiily limited in its action to the ideas
already present in the mind, which may be selected or refused, in reflec
tion. Impressions coming from without are also converted into ideas
which may be partially refused or fully accepted. The power of direc
tion referred to appears to be mainly one of inhibition, therefore; a
power of putting on the break. As ideas in man's consciousness are the
converted effects of communicated impressions, dependent on the outside
world, which man does not create, he cannot create ideas, though he can
digest and recombine the ideas present in his mind into new groupings or
forms.
■fThis argument is most important. It implies that sleep, while
accompanied by a state of passivity, entails a recession or ingress
inwarde, analogous to, and really identical with, that occurring in mental
concentration, and is accompanied by a concentration of the mind on the
ideas emerging by auto-suggestion from the sub-consciousness or on those
presented from without by suggestion. In other words, sleep is accom
panied by concentration, while concentration is accompanied by a state
of partial sleep. But, as he has pointed out, passivity includes sleep as
one of its phases. It will be preferable, therefore, to say that active
concentration is accompanied by external passivity, while external
passivity is accompanied by internal active concentration. And whether
these states occur spontaneously, volitionally, or are artificially induced,
the same phenomena follow.
Sleep and concentration are both accompanied by the turning inwards
of the nervous energy which during awakened states radiates outwards
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Aceasarily focussed on ideas already occupying the subject’s
niiiid ; registered during states of active relating,
wakened states. These re-emerge in mental representation.
It is possible by means of the power of attention carried
oinnipresently in the nervous energy, to accumulate atten
tion on any part of the organism.*
When this attention is solicited by ideas previously
registered in the subject, it is called auto-suggestion. When
this psychic process is set in motion by an operator external
to the subject, by a transferred idea, it is called suggestion.
(When it is set in motion volitionally by the subject it is
called concentration.) The process is the same. And wellestablished artificial sleep is the essential condition to obtain
curative physiological or other effects.
' Professor Delbceuf and some of his followers have
obtained curative results by suggestion without sleep.
Some have even gone the length of affirming that the
results so obtained are more efficacious than those obtain
able during sleep.!
They have misled themselves. Any successes so obtained
must have been the result of spontaneous partial sleep, and
such results can never be compared to those obtainable in
deep somnambulism. They can only have been obtained in
subjects who easily fall into partial slumber, and thereby
easily accept affirmative suggestions.
While awake, the mind is in a state of poly-ideaism, and
moves its attention quickly from one idea to another. In
sleep, the mind is in a condition of mono-ideaism, in which it
remains inert, without initiative. If solicited, its attention
becomes fixed blindly and without resistance. It is in this
manner that during passive states, and particularly in
hypnotic sleep, the mechanism of suggestion is realised.

{To be continued.)
THE WONDERS OF THE DEEP.

‘Dalziel ’ sends the following, as news ;—

The German barque Matador, which has arrived at
Philadelphia from Chili, reports that while the vessel was
lying becalmed one moonlight night in the Pacific, the cap
tain suddenly saw a ship, about two miles distant, labouring
in a heavy sea. He at once ordered the sails of the Matador
to be furled, as he believed a tornado was approaching.
The other ship continued on her course, bearing directly
down upon the Matador, and a collision was expected. The
mysterious vessel, however, veered away. Simultaneously
an explosion seemed to occur in the stern cabin of the ship,
and flames issued from the ports, rendering visible the name
and port of the vessel, showing her to be of Danish nation
ality. The vessel then immediately disappeared. The
explanation of the mysterious occurrence is found in the
circumstance that those on the Matador were gazing at a
mirage.
The curious part of the story is that when the Matador
called at Valparaiso she found the Danish vessel had arrived
there before her, and a comparison of dates showed that a
lamp had exploded in the captain’s cabin at the moment the
Matador’s sailors thought they saw the fire break out on the
stranger. The vessels were over 900 miles apart when the
incident occurred.

in sense relations. It is the converging inwards and focussing of this
radiation which Dr. Liebeault tells us carries attention, that undoubtedly
entails the intensification of inner perception, and this is necessarily
accompanied by the suspension ot external relations.
It has been shown recently (p. 375) that this focussing inwards in
concentration may be accompanied by psychic exteriorisation. It follows
from the identity in process laid down by Dr. Liebeault that the same
phenomenon must sometimes accompany normal sleep. That this does
occur is well known.
It will be noticed that the psycho-physiologists are, by experimental
research, partly approaching the position of occultism. But these
experiments have the advantage of carrying scientific explanations with
them, while the teachings of occultism are arbitrary and non-self*
explanatory, and are only imparted under obligations of secrecy; that
is, of being used selfishly.
* This is evidently given as explanatory of the therapeutic effect of
suggestion on the organism. It also explains stigmata, the production of
letters or signs under the skin. But it may also explain the perception
by some sensitives of their own internal organs and the diagnosing of
their condition, as given by Ochorowicz and others.
fThis no doubt refers to the statement advanced by Professor Bern
heim, and supported by his pupil, Dr. Uartenberg, that suggestion is the
cause of hypnotism. There is no hypnotism, there is only suggestion, it
was maintained. Sleep was induced as an effect of suggestion merely.
The brilliant point, the mirror, fascination, all merely suggested sleep,
as the mother’s lullaby to the child.

SPIRITUALISM—ITS

ORIGIN

AND

MISSION.

The Rev. W. M. Simms, a Methodist Free Church
minister, has been preaching on the origin and the mission
of Spiritualism. At the close of the discourse he felt it to
be his duty to fling the usual half brick, but the main drift
of it was excellent.
This, for instance, from a good
Methodist minister, is interesting:—
When we call to mind that Spiritualism claimed among
its disciples men and women of such varied temper as
Professor Russel Wallace, the co-discoverer with Darwin of
the great principle of evolution, Rev. J. Page Hopps, W. T.
Stead, of journalistic fame, and Annie Besant, the heroine
of Theosophy, we cannot well afford to stigmatise it as a
mere hallucination of dwarfed and pigmy minds, a sure and
certain evidence of a depraved religious instinct. Unless
we are very blind and ignorant, we shall have noticed that
almost from time immemorial there have been men and
women of pronounced esoteric temper who, by the crowd,
were thought imbecile on account of their extreme
sensibility to the spiritual world. There is a strong element
of esotericism in the great Eastern systems, Buddhism and
Brahminism. There was evidently a type of Spiritualists in
the days of Samuel—from the account of the Witch of Endor.
Simon Magus and the leaders of the Gnostic movement, such
as Marcion, Valentinus, Mani, are regarded as pioneers of this
great movement.
Montanus, the founder of the sect
Montanists, in the second century, had very extreme views
on the supernatural, and gave much prominence to what is
called to-day clairvoyance, and other such mystical subjects.
The hardening influence of a stern ecclesiasticism deadened
for a time the temper of Spiritualism, but, with a new-found
freedom after the Reformation, we have another revival.
Baron Swedenborg, the founder of the New .Jerusalem
Church, a man very learned, maintained that for twenty
seven years he had enjoyed uninterrupted intercourse with
the world of departed spirits. I see in Spiritualism a most
providential movement. I am often asked by anxious in
quiring people whether I believe in the professed spiritual
phenomena, that the departed actually return and converse
with the medium. Do 1 believe, they ask, in the so-called
sixth sense ? I confess that I find it difficult to reply.
I have never had any conversation with the so-called
dead; I have not yet acquired that extra faculty of
knowing the unknown : but I am not prepared to say that
everyone is like myself. The wonders of hypnotism, mes
merism, electricity, animal magnetism, are sufficient to quiet
all our doubts as to the impossible and miraculous, and
make us wait in a state of judicious suspense. All that is
required for the professions of these Spiritualists is proof.
Feeling is not enough ; that may be, and often is, the out
come of excitable temperament. What we say is, Let us
see it. We only want proof, reasonable, sound, logical
proof, and then we are prepared to believe. Still, as ever,
seeing is believing, and until we have had proof for ourselves
of the professed phenomena of Spiritualists, we are justified
in questioning their reality. But what is the augury of Spirit
ualism : what good end will it serve ? This is our only
apology for selecting it as our subject, and I reply that this
system, in directing as it does men’s attention and notice to
the reality and certainty of life after the dissolution of the
body, is leavening society with a most precious Christian
doctrine. A materialistic age such as this, to have produced
such a marvellous movement, is significant that in no age
has God left Himself without a witness. In consequence, of
the amount of attention devoted to physical science to-day,
men’s minds have been intoxicated with materialism. They
have forgotten the reality of the unseen : they have ceased
to regard, as certain, life beyond the grave, life not visible
in material organisms, so here comes the duty and mission
of Spiritualism. It professes to give demonstrations of the
truth that death is not the end of life, that there is a con
creteness in the unseen, that the invisible things are eternal
things.
_____________________________
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SOUL AND SOUL.
A COMVIBMATIOK.

‘Speak,' Mud a voice very near mt*. ‘(an you say Dial
you really believe that you rxi^t f
• Y«, of course I believe that I «wt» or how could I hear
and understand you !'
4 Do you believe that I apeak to you f
‘ I mart belie* r the evidence of my own nenm* and underttarnjing, or I should br a fool.
‘Try to be humble ; you are waniall and insignificant,
and know so little.’
* I say what I think.’
4 You know you can think, do you I Then you know three
things : That you exiat, that you can think, and that some
thing beyond and outride yourself exists. \ ou will not
get much farther just yet. Wiiat more do you want to
know t’
‘ ll'Aat non da I want U> kw/w
Why, I want to know
everything about everything.’
The voice laughed- a lovely laugh.
‘How human ' to wish to know to know everything —
to Hfte of the knowledge of good and eviL To know all
things, you must begin very low down in the scale.’
‘ How low! ’
‘ At yourself. You are very low in the scale of being,

and very eviL’
4 But I did not make myself ’
‘Ah! “God made you!” I’ve beard that from every
man, woman and child whom I have met under the sunNow, the time is short, Begin to unmake yourself and
make yourself up again. That will start a new life move
ment. You will set your environment in motion. After a
time you will advance, and you will know it. Try to do
good; leave what you know to be evil alone. Doing good
will generally make you flinch and suffer at the beginning.
Go on ! Evil seems sweet and lovely at first, but it stings
afterwards with the pangs of death. You must feel the pain
of remorse to know that evil is eviL You must learn for
yourself to choose the good. If you do choose the good you
will grow stronger. Choose evil, and you will grow weaker;
that means something more awful than you can understand.
God is good: that is why you cannot see or know much now.
You have the courage of the fool to face the Unknown.
Without this shielding darkness about you, you would not
dan to think, or live, or move. . . . Say! would you
rather know all that you can know of things lowly and
material ; or get the faintest glimmer of things too high and
awful for your comprehension ?
4 Both, said I. 4 I would know all that can be known of
things lowly and material, and have at the same time power
to grasp even the faintest glimmer of things beyond.’
Again the voice laugher!.
‘So be it You shall have all the knowledge of both
kinds tl»at you can f/e/ /or yfairtj/. Work with all your
might; despise what seen* to you ease and comfort and
happiness. Seek only
not pleasure. Above ail things,
Jiff, /flffumn. Kiss the thorns that wound, the knives and
swords that cut. Do nut fear the Harnes that burn, and the
waves tliat drown the Is sly. Be quite true, and you shall
kntfw more and more. Again, ahovt all thimje *h.un eate.
Ease and pleasure are the father and mother of lust and
hate and cruelty. They will ruin you, if you will let them,
and lead you, in the end, to remorse and anguish unspeak
aide. Do not fear /tain, pain means th<* struggle for life ; it
is holy ami beautiful -it is the hymn of birth, it is the gate
of Heaven. God's purest angel is the angel of pain.'
July, imm.

‘Spirit Tbaihdrm.1 We again invite the attention of
our readers to the new edition of4 Spirit Teachings,’ through
the late Wm. Stainton Moses, 4 M.A. (Oxon.),’ published by
the I»ndon Spiritualist Alliance, and announced in our
advertising columns. It is issued at a clMtafier price than
any previous edition, namely, 3a. fid. net (postage td. extra).
After a time, as the stock decreases, the price will probably
be raised.

[September Io,
DR. JOHN FI8KE ON IMMORTALITY.

I believe in the immortality of the soul, not in the
in which I accept the demonstrable truths of science, but m
a supreme act of faith in the reasonableness of God’s wopfe.
Such a belief, relating to regions quite inaccessible to experi
ence, cannot, of course, be clothed in terms of definite and
tangible meaning. For the experience which alone can xiv*
us such terms wo must await that solemn day which j« tn
overtake us all. The belief can be most quickly defined by
its negation, as the refusal to believe that this world is all
The materialist holds that when you have described the
whole universe of phenomena of which we can becomt
cognisant under the conditions of the present life, then the
whole story is told, ft seems to me, on the contrary, that
the whole story is not thus told. I feel the omnipresence
of mystery in such wise as to make it far easier for
rne to adopt the view of Euripides, that what we
call death may be but the dawning of true knowledge
and of true life. The greatest philosopher of modern
times, the master and teacher of all who shall study the
process of evolution for many a day to come, holds that, the
conscious soul is not the product of a collocation of material
particles, but is in the deepest sense a divine effluence.
According to Mr. Spencer, the divine energy which is mani
fested throughout the knowable universe is the same energy
that wells up in us as consciousness. Speaking for myaelf,
I can see no insuperable difficulty in the notion that at tome
period in the evolution of Humanity this divine spark may
have acquired sufficient concentration and steadiness to
survive the wreck of material forms and endure for ever.
Such a crowning wonder seems to me no more than the fit
climax to a creative work that has been ineffably beautiful
and marvellous in all its myriad stages.
Only on some such view can the reasonableness of the
universe, which still remains far above our finite power of
comprehension, maintain its ground. There are woe
minds inaccessible to the class of considerations her*
alleged, and perhaps there always will be. But on «icb
grounds, if on no other, the faith in immortality is likely
to be shared by all who look upon the genesis of the
highest spiritual qualities in man as the goal of Natures
creative work. This view has survived the Copernican
revolution in science, and it has survived the Darwinian
revolution. Nay, if the foregoing exposition be sound, it
is Darwinism which has placed Humanity upon a higher
pinnacle than ever. The future is lighted for us with the
radiant colours of hope. Strife and sorrow shall disappear.
Peace and love shall reign supreme. The dreams of poets, the
lessons of priest and prophet, the inspirations of the great
musician, are confirmed in the light of modern knowledge;
and as we gird ourselves up for the work of life, we may
look forward to the time when, in the truest sense, the
kingdoms of this world shall become the kingdom of Christ,
and he shall reign for ever and ever, king of kings and lord
of lords.

We are sorry to see the usual wholesome ‘ Humani
tarian ’ coming out strongly in favour of vaccination ac
4 the one and only preventive against small-pox.’ We do
not take sides actively on this question ; but such a state
ment as the above ought to be actively called in question.
Ijeicester has demonstrated that sanitation and watchful
ness, without vaccination, are a preventive, and even the
strong medical advocates of vaccination on the Royal
Commission bad, as honest men, to say in their Rcjwrt,
4 The experience of Leicester affords cogent evidence that
the vigilant and prompt application of isolation, Ac., even
with the defects which were brought to light during the
recent epidemic, is a most powerful agent in limiting the
spread of small-pox.’ The Commissioners might well h;r«>added that this system of vigilance and isolation, combimyl
with the popularity of sanitation, has given Leicester
twenty five years’ practical freedom from small pox th*
small scare of 1892-3, as compared with the horrors <»f
Sheffield and other well-vaccinated places, raainlv serving
to show how little vaccination in needed,—if at all.
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MOTHER TO CHILD.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

The following appears in ‘The Perfect Faith/ and is
signed ‘Charlotte Perkins Stetson.’ We never before heard
of this writer: but hope to hear of her again.

77« Editor in not rtqtf/MihU f</r opinis/ru trftruwl by wrrtnrmdmbmn/L v/mrtimrji publiwiawh/Lthr, dot* not'Vfrttwnlh
ffrrlhr.]ALr]r>nr. of j/rwnlirvjvtown that mrsytlicildintUArion.

Jlow best can I serve thee, dear 1—how do my part 1
Very flesh of my flesh and true heart of my heart!
Once thou want within me 1 held thee—I fed thee —
By the force of my loving and longing I led thee—
Now we are apart '

I may blind thee with kisses, and crush, with embracing,
Thy warm mouth in my neck, and our arms interlacing ;
But here in my body my soul lives alone,
And thou ans w erest me from a house of thine own—
That bouse which 1 builder! : - -

The Czar's Rescript.
8m,—At a meeting of Spiritualists, al 4, St. Thomaasquare, Hackney, on August 29th, a resolution was proposed
by Mr. Emms and seconded by Mr. Gould, tf»at a suggestion
be made to the editors of ‘ Light' and the ‘Two W<<kfa,’
calling upon the Spiritualist* of Great firitain to ac-knowledge, with pleasure, the Czars message of peace to the
nations of the world, and his noble desire for the abolition
of war. Trusting thia may be worthy of notice as part of
our propaganda,
Thomas Cowdee/iY.

The Battersea Society.

Which we builder] together, thy father and IIn which thou must live, O my darling, and die I
Not one stone can I alter, not one atom relay—
Not to save or defend thee or help thee to stay :
That gift is completed ’
How best can I serve thee ? O child, if they knew
How my heart aches with loving ! How deep and how true,
How brave and enduring, how patient, how strong,
How longing for good and how fearful of wrong,
Is the love of thy mother’
Cou Id I crown thee with riches :—surround, overflow thee
With fame and with power till the whole world should
know thee;
With wisdom and genius to hold the world still,
To bring laughter and tears, joy and pain, at thy will,
Still—thou mightst not be happy .'
Such have lived—and in sorrow. The greater the mind
The wider and deeper the grief it can find.
The richer, the gladder, the more thou canst feel
The keen stings that a lifetime is sure to reveal.
O my child ! must thou suffer 1

Is there no way my life can save thine from pain !
Is the love of a mother no possible gain 1
No labour of Hercules—search for the Grail—
No way for this wonderful love to avail I
God in Heaven— O teach me !

My prayer has been answered. The pain thou must bear
Is the pain of the world’s life which thy life must share.
Thou art one with the world — though I love thee the best;
And to save thee from pain I must save all the rest—
Well—with God’s help I’ll do it!
Thou art one with the rest. I must love thee in them.
Thou wilt sin with the rest—and thy mother must stem
The world’s sin. Thou wilt weep—and thy mother must dry
The tears of the world, lest her darling should cry !
1 will do it—God helping !

And 1 stand not alone. I will gather a band
Of all loving mothers from land unto land.
Our children are part of the world ! do ye hear 1
They are one with the world - we must hold them all dear I
Love all for the child's sake !

For the sake of my child I must hasten to save
AU the children on earth from the gaol and the grave.
For so, and so only, 1 lighten the share
Of the pain of the world that my darling must bear—
Even so, and so only !

DECEASE.
I^uly Isham, wife of Sir Charles Isham, Bart., passed
away, on Tuesday last, at Lamport Hall, Northamptonshire,
after a long illness. The deceased lady, who was seventythree years of age, was the daughter of the late Kight Hon.
Sir John Vaughan. Married in IH47, the deceased and Sir
Charles celebrated their golden wedding last October.

Sir,—The Battersea Spiritual mu’ Society (Henley Hall,
Henley street) are intending to open for the winter month-,
a course of ‘Friday lectures’ dealing with all matters
pertinent to Spiritualism, and allied social and ethical
subjects. There is an entirely catholic intention in thr-vFriday lectures, and we trust that among a heterogeneous
body of opinions, a goorl sheaf of investigators of Spiritualism
may be the result.
With this view, we would desire through your columns
to communicate with speakers for papers on such subjects
suggested; and with Spiritualist, Socialist^ and Ethical
societies.
The hall is a comfortable and a clean one, and we give a
hearty welcome to all prospective visitors to our Friday
lectures, which will be announced for early in October.
For dates and all information, letters: a, Feveril-street,
Bridge-road, Battersea ; or personally at the hall.
W. Sfdtcek.
Hon. Sec., ‘ Friday Lectures.’
Difficulties.

Sir,—May I ventilate a few difficulties in your columns !
Mr. Page Hopps says (p. 2fi0) that in the otlier world there
are no closeci doors, no changeless dooms, no hopeless hell-,
only vast reformatories, Ac. In other words, earth stains
may be removed after death. But what, then, shall we
finally have gained by the dip into the muddy cauldron of
this mundane sphere! If ‘prevention is better than cure/
would it not have been wiser to have altogether avoided this
sink of iniquity 1 If many spirits, as is asserted, have net er
been incarnated, and yet are happily progressing on those
sinless shores, why are so many of us doomed to a (compara
tively) hogs life in the flesh ?
(2) Does ‘Qurestor Vite’ hold that we mortals are mere
automata ! Apparently so, though the language of that
most thoughtful writer is usually too technical to be closely
followed by any but graduates in psychology. Many pas
sages in * Spirit Teachings ’ uphold this view, but quite as
many others tell a contrary tale.
Charles Kingsley says—
‘ Neither ask, nor fret, nor strive—
Where thy path is thou shalt go.
He who made the stream of time
Wafts thee down to weal or woe.*

Now, which of these discordant views is the truth ’ We
cannot have it both ways at once. Are we the bare or the
hounds, the electric current or the dynamo! and what
exactly is the efficacy of prayer and the part in ones Kismet
played by guardian angels I The question is must practical,
but as to the answer—apparently <[uot Kominrn tot tentent io-.
(3) Will ‘ Q. V.’ kindly tell us which he considers to be
the rso/ existence, the physical or the spiritual! The former
is brief ax the snowflake on the river—one moment there,
then gone for ever. The latter, we are told, is practically
infinite in duration. Being radically different in kind, what
can the two have in common 1 If I am going to spend a
lifetime as a painter or author, of what use is it to me to be
taken ax an infant into a coal mine for a couple of days •
(4) Most Spiritualists agree that a plan fur putting the
two worlds into effective touch is above all things to be
desired. Yet what practical step* are ever taken ’ An absent
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friend is best kept in touch by constant letters describing
his daily life. Did anyone ever hear graphic details of how
a spirit passes his time! The individuals composing Stainton
Moses' spirit band appear and disappear in weird fashion
and render no other account of themselves than that they
were engaged in work in the spheres, adoration of the
Supreme. A*c.—misty statements which seem to remove them
further than ever from our ken.
A friend of mine was murdered a few months ago. W hat
would I not give to know not only that he is ‘ alive for ever
more/ but how exactly he has been employed hour by hour
since his last breath.
(5) If mundane occurrences are but the reproduction on
the outer material plane of antecedent conceptions, originated
by higher solar selves (wde *Q.V. ’ /mam’/n), what an uncom
fortable state of affairs this would indicate in those spiritual
regions.' There is so much going on here which will not
bear thinking about Those higher solar selves must be of
very varying moral quality. Is it to be supposed that all
have an equally free hand in the production of mundane
events ’ What limits are there to the restraining powers of
the higher kinds!
August 18th, 1898.
Puzzled.

NATURAL RELIGION, PERMANENT AND PROGRESSIVE.
Castren, travelling in Finland and Northern Siberia, met
with an old Samoyede woman, poor pagan as we should call
her, who worshipped the sun, bowing before him in supreme
adoration. He asked her whether she ever said her prayers.
She replied. ‘ Every morning I step out of my tent and bow
before the sun and say. “ When thou risest, I, too, rise from
my bed,’’ and every evening I say, * When thou sinkest
down, I. too, sink down to rest” * Thus, too, was her mind
lifted by looking up and feeling a larger horizon, to which
her little round of duty was sacredly related : feeling con
sciousness of a presence higher, diviner, more. Advance a
step farther, and you have akin to this the Gayatri, holiest
verse of the Vedas, which the Brahman repeats every morn
ing as he greets the rising sun: ‘ Let us meditate on that
adorable splendour of the divine, creating and renovating
Sun *, may he arouse our minds! ’ A step farther but
reaching across centuries and millenniums of time, and we
have Milton’s invocation:
* Hail *. holy Light, offspring of Heaven first born,
Or of the eternal co-eternal beam,
May I express thee unblamed!
—Thou celestial Light,
Shine inward, and the mind through all her powers
Irradiate.’
Or again, this farther step we see in that magnificent
hymn beginning :
‘ Supreme and universal Light,
Fountain of Reason ! judge of Right 1
Parent of good I whose blessings flow*
On all above, and all below :

Assist us. Lord to act, to be.
What nature and Thy laws decree.'
C. D.B. Mills.

SOCIETY WORK.
193, Bow-road, Bow.—On Sunday last a full meeting
gathered to listen to Mrs. Barrell, who delivered an address
on Spiritualism. Mrs. Barrell was also successful in pyschometry and clairvoyance. Sunday next, Mrs. Hawkins.—

Edmonton Spiritualist Society, 2, The Crescent,
Heetford-road.—On Sunday last Mr. A. Savage gave an
address on * The Individual Ideas of the Supreme Power,
• God,” ’ followed by clairvoyance. Of the fifteen delinea
tions given thirteen were immediately recognised. Next
Sunday, at 11 a.m^ building committee ; at 7 p.m., Mr. W.
Walker.—W. Knauss, Sec.
Shepherds Bush Spiritualists’ Society, 73, Becklowroad, W.—On Sunday last Mr. Sherwood was with us
again, and continued nis remarks on ‘ Animal Magnetism
and its Relation to Spiritualism.’ He also gave some demon
strations of bis power. It was a must interesting and
instructive address. Next Sunday, at 6.30 p.m., Mr. Peters.
‘Light ’ on sale.—M.E.C\ Hou. Sec.
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Islington Spiritualist Society, Wellington

hALt

Upper-street, Islington.—On Sunday last Mr. Strang ay
a reading from the ‘ Hastings and St. Leonard’s Observer*
on Spiritualism in Hastings. Mr. Brenchley gave an inter,
esting account of releasing spirits from Hastings Castle.
Next Sunday, at 7 p.m., Mr. Brenchley will give an atldre^
Thursday, at 8 p.m., circle, for members only ; medium, Mrt
Brenchley.—C. I). Catto.

East London Spiritualists’ Association (Stratfor

Centre), Workman’s Hall, West Ham-lane, E.—-On Sunday morning last, in the Grove, we assisted the London
Spiritualist Conference. In the evening, Mr. King delivered
an address on ‘ Mediumship,’ which was followed by some
interesting remarks from the audience. Our social meeting
and tea will be held on the 29th inst. Tickets 9d. each, tube
obtained of the secretaries. Next Sunday, at 7 p.m., Mr.
Davis.—J.J.P.

Hackney Society of Spiritualists, Manor Rooms,
Kenmure-road, Mare-street, N.E.—On Sunday morning
our Victoria Park open-air meeting was conducted by Mr.
Emms and Mr. Tempest.
In the hall, at 6.45 p.m., Mr.
Weedemeyer gave a thought-stirring address on our
influence on outers. Mrs. Weedemeyer followed with some
good clairvoyance, also some advice on health to several of
the audience.
On Sunday evening next, at 6.45 p.m., one
of our oldest workers. The Wednesday circles have now
commenced.—II. Brooks, Sec.
London Spiritualist Conference.—A conference was
held on Sunday afternoon last in the Workmans Hall, West
Ham-lane, Stratford, Mr. Gwinn presiding. The minutes of
the previous conference having been read and .adopted, the
secretary introduced the subject of ‘ Methods of Future Work
and the Development of Workers and Mediums.' Mr. Clegg
stated that there was great need of our mediums and
workers being better informed in the future than they have
been in the past. The next conference will be held at i
Ford’s Park-road, Canning Town, on the first Sunday in
October.—M. Clegg, Secretary of Conference.

Henley Hall, Henley-street, Battersea Park-road.
—Last Sunday we had Mr. Peters with us, who gave clair
voyance in his usual successful manner. The meeting wu
presided over by Mrs. Boddington, and followed by a public
circle. Next Sunday Mr. Drake will conduct the meeting.
We are pleased to report the success of our Lyceum, the
attendance being larger each Sunday. In Battersea Park
we had quite a crowd of speakers, and the meeting was a
very satisfactory one.
Next Sunday, at 5.30 p.m., our
special tea meeting: tickets, 6d. Thursday, at 8 p.m..
developing class. Saturday, at 8 p.m., members’ and friends'
social evening.—H. P.

Stoke Newington Spiritual Society, Blanche Hall,
99, Wiesbaden-road, Stoke Newington-road, N—On
Sunday last Mr. Ronald Brailey was with us, and was
eminently succcessful in getting into the conditions of the
audience during the clairvoyance.
Mrs. Brailey ably
rendered a solo, ‘The Message of the Angelus.’ We look
forward with much pleasure to the next visit, of our two
friends. Next Sunday Professor Sherwood will deliver the
first of a series of four lectures, on ‘ Animal Magnetism in its
Relation to Modern Spiritualism.’ All London friends are
requested to note the 14th inst. as our first social gathering,
to which the admission will be fret; silver collection.—A
Clegg, Hon. Sec.

South London Spiritualists’ Mission, Surrey Masonic
Hall, Camberwell New-road, S.E.—On Sunday morning
last our public circle was well attended, when M r. Brierley, of
Newcastle, spoke on ‘ Sympathy, Service, and Sacrifice.’ At
our evening meeting, in the absence of Mr. Long, Mr. Beel
occupied our platform, and gave us interesting details of his
experiences in Spiritualism, also minute details of the means
to oe adopted to investigate the truth of Spiritualism. On
Sunday next, at 11 a.m., public circle ; at 3 p.m., childrens
Lyceum ; at 6 p.m., lending library and sale of literature;
at 6.30 p.m., Mr. W. E. Long,‘Salvation through Life or
Death ’; at 8 p.m., election or candidates for membership.
* Light1 always on sale.—Vkrax.
Cavendish Rooms, 51, Mortimer-street, W.—‘ Death ami
Immortality: a Reconciliation ’ was the theme chosen by
the inspirers of Mr. J. J. Morse at these rooms on Sunday
evening last, and a numerous audience evinced the deepest
interest in, and appreciation of, the many fine utterances of
the speaker. Prior to the address a solo by Miss Minnie
Bush, and the reading by Mr. Morse of a. short poem were
greatly enjoyed. The Marylebone Association of Spiritu
alists are determined to continue to promulgate the truth*
of Spiritualism in the highest and best manner possible, ami
lectures like that of last Sunday greatly conduce to the
carrying out of this object. Next Sunday, at 7 p.ui., ML'
MacCreadie, who has just returned from Scotland, will
occupy the platform. Miss MacCreadie will receive a hearty
welcome after her holiday, and early attendance is particu
larly requested. Doors open at 6.30 p.m.—L. H.
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Reprint of the Memorial Edition.

SPIRIT TEACHINGS
Through the Mediumship of William
Stainton Moses (M.A., Oxon.),
By Automatic or Passive Writing.
WITH A BIOGRAPHY BY CHARLTON T. SPEER

And Two Full-page Portraits.
The work consists of a large number of messages communicated by
automatic writing, and dealing with a variety of Religious, Ethical, and
Social subjects of general interest. Among the subjects thus treated
may be mentioned Mediumship and Spirit Control—Spheres and States
of Spiritual Existence—The Spirit Creed : God, Heaven, Hell, Faith,
Belief, Inspiration. Revelation—Orthodox Theology and Spirit Teaching
—The Old Faith and the New—Spiritualised Christianity—Suicide and its
Consequences—The Final Judgment of Souls—Capital Punishment—The
Treatment of the Insane—The True Philanthropist, &c., Ac., Ac. The
volume contains many cases of proof of the identity of communicating
Spirits. The writer has connected the message by an autobiographical
narrative, giving many details of personal experience.

Handsomely bound in Cloth Gilt, 324pp., demy 8vo,
price 3s. 6d. net, or post free, 3s. lOd.
Members and Associates of The London Spiritualist Alliance
will be supplied with copies at 2s. 6d. each, or post free
for 2s. lOd.
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PA MPH LETS
For Sale at Office of * Light,’ 110, St. Martin’s
Lane, London, W.C.
The New Spiritualism. By Richard

SURPLUS VOLUMES OF ‘LIGHT’ FOR
SALE.
TITE have a few handsomely-bound half-roan surplus Volumes
W of * Light ’ for Sale, at very low prices. As will be seen
below, the number for sale is very small, and after these are
disposed of no more copies will be available for sale purposes.
BOUND VOLUMES.
Price.
Price.
2 volumes of 1891. ... ... @ 7 6
3 volumes of 1883..... ... @ 6 6
1S92
... @ 7 6
1889.....
9 0
1
1
»
1896..... ... @ 7 0
1890..... ... @ 6 6
3
V
4
n
Carriage paid in United Kingdom. Carriage abroad extra.

We have also a few Unbound Volumes of ‘Light,* as
follows:—
UNBOUND VOLUMES.
Price.
Price.
4 volumes of 1S92..... .... @50
1 volume of 1888......... @70
1893.......... @60
4
„
2
,.
1890......... @60
1
„
1891......... @66
Carriage paid in United Kingdom. Carriage abroad extra.

Office of ‘ Light,’ 110, St. Martin’s Lane, W.C.

‘A Little Pilgrim in the Unseen.’
By Mrs. Oliphant.
‘Mrs. Oliphant stood first, perhaps, amongst present day novelists in
the Queen’s estimation; nearly all her books are in rhe library at
Windsor. That exquisite story, ‘ A Little Pilgrim in the Unseen,* was
of great interest to the Queen, who, since the death of the Prince Consort,
has had a special liking for writings dealing with the mystic and unseen.’
—‘Quiver,’ for March.

‘ “ A Little Pilgrim in the Unseen ” is an Easter story in which the con
ceptions of God and the hereafter, with which we are familiar, are very
prettily brought out. There is a eharm of simplicity in the story which
should make it acceptable to all, even though they would be terrified by
the Spiritualism which it contaius but does not mention, or by the un
orthodox bnt beautiful religious sentiments that are propounded in it
. . . . the story is charmingly told, and is of special interest to
Spiritualists.’—* M. A.’ (Oxon), in ‘ Light.’
is. 9d.t post free} from Office of ‘ Light,’ 210, tSf.

Jfartm’s-Zane, IF.C.

Price

The Threefold Mission of Spiritualism.
Bidston. Price 2Jd., post free.

By

Limits Proper to the Inquiry known as Modern
Spiritualism. By J. Fred Collingwood, F.G.S.

Price 3d., post free.
A

Popular Misconception of the Relation
between Science and Spiritualism. By
Thos. Shorter. Price 2Jd., post free.

Superstition, Science, and Philosophy. By Percy
W. Ames, F.S.A Price Gd., post free.

London

Spiritualist Alliance,

110, ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.O.
Limited by Guarantee,

and not having a
into Shares.

Established 1884.

OFFICE OF ‘LIGHT,’ 110, ST. MARTIN’S LANE,
LONDON, W.C.

Harte.

3d., post free.

Capital Divided

Incorporate/ 1896.

By the Memorandum of Association the Members are Prohibited
from receiving any personal benefit, by way of profit, from the income
or property of the Society.

Members of

Council.

E. Dawson Rogers, Preiident.
Alaric A. Watts,
| Vice-Preridwita.
Hon. Percy Wyndham,

Henry Withall, Hon. Treasurer.

W. J. Lucking.
Mrs. W. P. Browne.
J. J. Morse.
Major-General Drayson.
F. W. Thurstan, MA.
T. Everitt.
Miss Rowan Vincent.
R. Harte.
Miss H. Withall.
Rev. J. Page Hopps.
G. Wyld, ;M.D.

This Alliance has been formed for the purpose of uniting together
persons interested in the study of Psychical or Spiritualistic Phenomena,
which throw fresh light upon the nature of man, and reveal him as sur
viving the change of death. It also provides opportunities of investiga
tion, and affords information bv means of papers and discussions.
Rooms are occupied at the above address, where Members and
Associates can meet, and where they can read the special journals and
use the library of works on Psychical and Occult Science. The reading
room isopen daily to Members and Associates from 10 too. Social gather
ings are also held irom time to time, of which due notice is given.
The subscription of Members is fixed at a minimum rate of one
guinea, and of Associates at half a guinea, per annum.
Information will be gladly afforded by the Secretary, at the Rooms,
110, St. Martin's-lane,\V.O.
*#* Subscriptions should be made payable to the Hon. Treasurer,
Henry Withall, Gravel Lane, Southwark, London, S.E.. and are due on
January 1st in each year.

Notices of all meetings will appear regularly in ‘ Light.’
B. D. Godfrey, Secretary and Librarian.
A TREATISE ON

NATAL ASTROLOGY,
By G. WILDE and J. DODSON.
To which is appended

‘THE SOUL AND THE STARS.’
By A. G. TRENT.
* Natal Astrology ’ will enable anyone to cast his own Horoscope.
Cloth, 243pp., 10s. 6d., post free from

Ornes of ‘Licht,’ 110. St. Martin's Lane, W.C.
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STANDARD BOOKS SUPPLIED TO ORDER FOR CASH ONLY.
Post free from the Office of ‘ Light,’ 110, St. Martin’s Lane, W.C., at tho prices quoted
Remittances must accompany orders, otherwise they cannot bo sent.

An Easy and Comprehensive

‘ A strology.’

A Treatise on the Influence of the Heavenly Bodies and the
Methods of Casting Horoscopes. Compiled and Arranged from the
Works of the Masters of the Middle Ages and William Lilly, with
the Corrections and Emendations of Their Disciples, Bringing the Science
of Divination to Date. By Ellen H. Bennett. Royal crown 8vo.,
880pp., doth, 12a. IQiL, port free.
______

‘ Qeers of tho Ages.’ Ancient, Mediaeval, and
kz Modern Spiritualism. By J. M. Prrblkh. Tracing the I’ben0.
ineua of Spiritualism through India, Egypt, Phomioia, Syria, Pw>u
Greece, Rome, down to Christ’s time. 876pp., 5s. 4d., post free.
“

1 D eal Ghost Stories.’ A Revised Reprint of

JLv the Christmas and New Year Numbers of the ‘Review of
Reviews,’ 1891-92. With new Introduction. By W.T. Stead. Crowu
8vo., cloth, os. 3d.. post free.

‘ T etters from J ulia; or, Light from the

Xj Borderland.’ A Series of Messages as to the Life Beyond the
Grave, Received by Automatic Writing from One who has Gone Before.
With a Preface by W T. Stead. 2s 2d , post free.

11 discourses through the Mediumship of Mrs.
Xz Cora L. V. Tappan.’ Comprising Fifty-four Discourses, Sixtyfour Poems, and Twelve Extracts descriptive of Facts concerning the
Spirit-World and Communion between it and the Earth-Plane. Cloth
gill. with Portrait cf Author, 720pp.. 7s 6d.. post free.

‘ The Philosophy of Mesmerism and Electrical
X Psychology.’ By JOHN Bovee Dods. The Secret Revealed by
which all may know how to Experiment without an Instructor. Cloth,
3s. 9d., post free.
_____________

‘ The Elements of Hypnotism: the Induction,
X Phenomena, and Physiology of Hypnosis, Its Dangers and Value.’
By R. Harby Vincent. Second edition, revised and enlarged. Crown
8vo. 270pp. Cloth, os. ‘A simple account of the nature and effects
of Hypnotism, to show how the state is produced, and *hat it is.’ With
seventeen Illustrations showing Experiments

‘ A Catechism of Palmistry.’ The Sciences of
JL1_ Chirocnomy and Chiromancy Explained in the form of over 600
Questions and Answers. By Ida Ellis. Illustrated by ten plates. The
teaching! of the well-known Blackpool Pal mint. Cloth. 2* 9d.. port free

‘ The Book of Dreams and Ghosts.’
J.

Cloth, 6s.

Andrew Lang.

‘The Place of Death in Evolution.’
I Newman Smyth. Cloth. 5s., post free.

e Tarot’

By
By

Its Occult Signification, Use in

Fortune-telling and Method of Play. By S. L. MacGregor
Mathers. With Pack of 78 Tarot Cards. 5s. 4d, post free.

Psycho - Therapeutics

or, Treatment by

Hypnot’sm and Suggestion.’ By C. Lloyd Tucket, M.D.
Third Ediaou, Revised and Enlarged. I2upp. Cloth. 6s Id., post free.

‘Volo; or, the Will.'

What it is, How to

Y Strengthen, and How to Use It. By
3s. 9d.. port free.

Arthur Lovell.

Cloth,

*D esearches in the Phenomena of SpiritualXl iem.’ By Sir
Illustrated. 5a. 3d.

William Cbookbb,

F.R.8.

Handsome cloth.

‘The Law of Psychic Phenomena.’ A working
X hypothesis for the systematic study of Hypnotism, Bpiritualiam,
and Mental TherapeuticB^ By Thomson Jay Hudson. 6b.4d , post free.

‘ The Spirits’ Book.’ Containing the Principles
X of Spiritirt Doctrine according to theTeachingi of Spirits of High
Degree. Transmitted through various mediums. Collected and set in
order bv Allan Kardeo Translated from the 120th Thousand by
Anna Blackwell
I... New edition, doth.
cloth, 56«.
b. 4d . poet
post free.

‘ The Book of Black Magic and of Pacts.’ By

Lilian Whiting.

Cloth, 3s. 6d., post free.

Human Magnetismor, How to Hypnotise.

A Practical Handbook for Students of Mesmerism. By Profasor
Coates.
With ten plates, showing induction of plienomem
experimental and curative. Cloth, os. 4d., post free.
James

Crystal Gazing and the Wonders of Clair-

voyance.’ Embracing Practical Instructions in the Art, History,
and Philosophy of this ancient Science. Illustrated with diagram*. By
which is appended an abridgment of Jacob Dixon?
‘ Hygienic Clairvoyance,’ with various extracts and original notes. Crown
8vo, 5s. 3d., post free.
John Melville. To

‘TTafed, Prince of Persia’: His Experience in

XX Earth-Life and Spirit-Life, being Spirit Communications received
through Mr. David Duguid. the Glasgow Trance-Painting Medium, With
an Appendix containing communications from the Spirit Artists, Ruiidal
and Steen. 592pp. 4s.

‘ITermes, a Disciple of JesusHis Life and
JLJL Missionary Work, together with Incidents in the Life of Jesus,
Sequel to‘Hafed.’ 450pp. 4b.

1A | agic, White and Black: or, the Science of

HL Finite and Infinite Life, containing Practical Hints for Student
of Occultism.’ By Franz Hartmann. M.D. Cloth, 6s. 4d.

‘ A nimal Magnetism.’ By Alfred Binet and
_£JL Charles Fere (Assistant Physician to the Salpetri^re).
Contents: Animal Magnetism in its beginnings—History of Animal
Magnetism—Modes of Producing Hypnosis—Symptoms of HmoshThe Hypnotic States—Imperfect Forms of Hypnosis—General Study o!
Suggestion—Hallucinations—Suggestions of Movements and of ActsParalysis by Suggestions: Anaesthesia—The Application of Hypnotism
to Therapeutics and Education—Hypnotism and Responsibility. 8vo,
378 pp. Cloth, illustrated, os. 4d.

‘ Debatable Land between this World and the

JLz Next.’ With iUustrative narrations. By
Second Edition. Crown 8vo 7s. 6d.

‘ Ars Vivendi; or, The Secret of Acquiring
A Mental and Bodily Vigour.’ By Arthur Lovell. Contents:
Bodily Health, Mental Vigour, Power of Will and How to Cultivate,
Imagination, its Um and Abuse, Concentration, its Secret Strength’
Manners, Ac. Cloth, 2s. M. port free.

The Story of a Summer.

A fter Her Death.’
LI. By

Robert Dale Owen.

Psychic Philosophy as the Foundation of a

Religion of Natural Law.’ By V. 0. Desertis, with Introductory
Note by Alfred Russel Wallace, D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S. 8vo, 342pp.
6a. 4d., poet free.

1 pheiro’s Language of the Hand.’ A com\J plete practical work on the Sciences of Cheirognoiny and Cheiro
mancy, containing the System, Rules, and Experience of Cbeiro, the
celebrated Palmist. With Portrait, frontispiece, fifty-five full-page
illustrations, and over two hundred engravings of Lines, Mounts, and
Marks. Reproductions of famous hands, Sic. Containing illuntralioniof
the wonderful scientific invention, the apparatus for ‘Thought Photo
graphy and Register of Cerebral Force.’ New edition, crown 4to, cloth,
13«. post free.

The Growth of the Soul.’

A Sequel to

X ‘Esoteric Buddhinm.’ By A. P. Sinnett, Vice-President of the
rheoBopbical Society. 454pp., cloth, 6s. 4d., post free.

1 Miracles and Modern Spiritualism.’ Three

XX
by ^
lfrbd H
Rubbbl
ussel W
allace
a
J± Essays
Essays by
Alfred
...........
....... , D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S
New Revised. ana Enlarged Edition, with Chapters on Phantasms and
Apparitions. Crown 8vo, 296pp., cloth, 5s. 4d., post free.

j Arthur Edward Waite. I. An analytical and critical account
of the chief magical rituals extant. If. A comparative digeat of all
printed Gnmoirea wbidi have been current under the generic name of
Black Magic, with additional material derived from important Godtic
Bouices. Quarto. Iliustrated with about 200 Engravings. £2 2b., port
free.

4

‘ phristo-Theosophy; or, Spiritual Dynamics

kz G. T. Dexter. A new edition, with alterations, of a fainon?
American work. 2 vols,, 8vo. With portraits. 11b,, pott free.

y
an<1
Man.’ By George Wild, M.D.,
Edm.—‘ Dr. WyId is probably the profoundert Christian Theosophirt of
t!ie.a^e; The Platonut (St. Louis). Second edition. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, red edges, with Portrait. Price 8«. 9d., post free

X Mulkohd. Eaaaya on Mysticism and Theosophy. Crown
te, IQd., port free.

* Qbadow Land; or, Light from the Other

kJ Side. By Mrs. E D’Esperance. The true story of the develop
ment of marvellous psychical gifts m an English lady With 28 olatX
Cloth, 6s. 4<L, port free.
*
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’Footfalls

on

the Boundary of Another

X World.’ With narrative illustrations. By
Pout 8vo, 7b. fid.

‘Spiritualism.’ By Judge

‘The Gift of the Spirit.’

DealingsA. E.with
Mrr.

Robkiit Dale Owes,

Edmonds

and

Dk.

Essays by I’

bentke

the Dead.’ Translated
Preface by Aiuiuun Lili.ik.

kv.

by

Whitrhbad

ennooe book. A collection Of ghost stories gleaned at first ban'1 *’•
Mons. A. LB Braz. Crown 8vo. 3s. 10d., post free.
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